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Assignment Goals  

 Be better prepared for the job search by creating a strong resume and cover letter 

 Practice tailoring job application materials to one particular job 

 Develop document design skills by designing the visual layout of the resume 

 Hone persuasive business writing skills by crafting a cover letter 

What is a Resume and Cover Letter? 

A resume is, in essence, a summary of your work and academic experience. It’s given to 

potential employers to help them determine if you are qualified for an interview, to help 

them develop targeted interview questions (often, but not always), and to help them 

remember you after an interview. It’s usually designed with headings and bullet points 

to make it easy to read, and it should be professional and visually attractive because it 

is a representation of the work you are capable of producing. 

 

You have to choose and highlight information carefully, because employers only spend 

an average of 30 seconds in an initial skim. You also need to tailor your resume to each 

job you apply to, creating a slightly different version of your resume, so you can present 

your qualifications as tightly linked with the exact desires of the particular employer.  

 

A cover letter is a short letter that accompanies a resume, written from you to the 

potential employer. The goal of a cover letter is to convince the employer to look at your 

resume. It doesn’t need to rehash everything in the resume; it only needs to include just 

enough tantalizing detail to make the employer open your resume. 

Assignment Overview 

You will locate a job that you want to apply to after graduation, research the company, 

and then create a resume and cover letter for that job. 

 

Job Analysis Materials (due Thursday, 5/16) 

You will begin this assignment by compiling some information about your potential 

job. This includes highlighting key phrases on your job ad and collecting research 

notes, and then annotating your resume and cover letter with comment bubbles in 

Microsoft Word, showing me your reasoning behind your work (especially how you 

have tailored this resume and cover letter to the particular job). When you turn in 

your job analysis materials, you will be uploading three separate documents to the 

dropbox on D2L: 
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1. Highlighted job ad and research notes (includes the pasted text of the ad along 

with at least a full page of research on the company) 

2. Annotated resume 

3. Annotated cover letter 

 

Resume and Cover Letter (due Friday, 5/17 at 8AM in class 

hard copy) 

 The resume and cover letter will each be a page long. 

Your Job Advertisement and Company Research 

Choose this job ad carefully! You should pick something as close as possible to the job 

you will be applying to after graduation. In fact, if you are a senior, you may want to 

apply for this actual job with the materials you develop for this class. 

 

Good places to look include monster.com, idealist.org, simplyhired.com, and 

indeed.com. You may also want to look at specialized job search sites that collect ads for 

specific fields or locations, such as npo.net (nonprofit jobs in Chicago) and 

marketingjobs.com. And, a Google search never hurts. 

 

Once you’ve chosen your ad, highlight all tasks you would be doing in that job (e.g. 

establish new clients) and all qualifications they are asking for (e.g. excellent verbal and 

communication skills). Then, spend some time researching the company from their 

website, and copy and paste information that gives you insight into their favorite 

buzzwords, their values, and the specifics of what they do. You should have at least a 

full page of research notes typed below your job ad. You will use what you learn from 

this analysis as you write your resume and cover letter, and your annotations will 

reference this analysis. 

 

Your job ad should: 

• Include at least 3 paragraphs of text describing the position 

• Require a college degree (or say “college degree preferred”) unless you have 

checked with me about an internship application 

• Ask for less than 5 years of experience 

• Be copied and pasted into a Word document (do NOT just copy the link—copy the 

full text). 

• Have qualifications and tasks highlighted in yellow by you 

• Have at least a page of relevant notes on the company below the job ad text 
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The Resume 

Once you have a good sense of what the company is looking for, you will write your 

resume. What follows is an overview; you can find more detail in class and on D2L. Here 

are the parts you should include in your resume: 

Heading 

Start with your name in large font, and include your contact information (address, 

email, and phone). College students often include “current address” and 

“permanent address” to let companies reach them after they have left their 

university housing. 

Profile Statement 

Include a title for this section (like Profile or Summary of Qualifications). Then, on 

its own line or as in the first few words, list a very brief summary that gives people 

a sense of what field you are in (e.g. Technical Writer, Youth Specialist, Profit-

oriented Manager). Write a paragraph or list bullet points of sentence fragments 

summarizing what you can bring to the company, making sure to tailor to the 

specific desires of the company you’re applying to. Include at least one 

accomplishment—a specific, measurable achievement. [If you don’t have an 

appropriate accomplishment to include because you are new to the field, make an 

annotation comment recognizing this and defining accomplishments so I know 

you’ll be ready to include one once you gain more work experience]. 

Education 

Next, list your education (just college—not high school once you are in 

college).Name your degree, your major (and minors, if relevant), your school, and 

your date of graduation (the convention is to put “Expected May 2014,” or 

whenever you are graduating, so they know when you will be available for jobs). 

 

Under this section, you have the option of including your GPA if it is good, as well 

as awards, honors, fellowships, relevant coursework, or study-abroad experiences. 

If you completed a senior thesis and it is very relevant to your field, you can also 

list that here. 

 

Note: For recent grads, the education section usually comes before experience, 

but once you are established in your field, experience will usually be more 

important, so that section will eventually come first. 
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Experience 

In this section, list each job in backward chronological order, with the most recent 

first. You can choose to include substantial volunteer work or campus roles here, 

even if you were not paid, as long as the title isn’t “work experience.” You can also 

choose to break your experience into Relevant Experience (or Marketing 

Experience) and Other Experience, to avoid listing your pizza delivery job first. 

 

Each job should include your title, the company, the city and state of your 

company, and your dates of employment (if you are still working there, put 

“Present” for your end date, e.g. “Summer 2010-Present”). 

 

Then, in bullet point fragments (watch out for parallelism!), describe what you did 

in this role. Put the most relevant responsibilities first, and frame your work in a 

way that highlights transferrable skills and the similarities between your work and 

the roles/qualifications from your job ad. Go into more detail on more relevant 

jobs and responsibilities. If possible, include relevant accomplishments. 2-5 bullet 

points per job is a good baseline. Use powerful, interesting verbs to describe your 

work, and avoid using the same verb multiple times. 

Other Sections 

You can also include sections such as Volunteer Experience, Computer Skills, 

Honors and Awards, Activities, Relevant Coursework, International Experience, 

Technical Strengths, Licensure, Publications, Professional Affiliations, and 

Language Skills. Choose the sections that are most appropriate for your particular 

job ad and company. 

Resume Design 

Your design will also depend on the particular company you are applying to. 

Resumes for jobs where visual design is important will need to be especially 

visually appealing, and trendier companies and fields will be looking for a standout 

design. However, more traditional fields and traditional companies will want a 

standard design. 

 

Regardless of whether you are aiming for a creative design or a standard design, 

make sure to take into account consistency of formatting, add plenty of white 

space, keep your resume visually balanced, use only 1-2 font styles, break up 

lengthy paragraphs, and use a logical hierarchy of text design (e.g. bold, 

underlined, capitalized, and bigger font), with higher levels of headings standing 

out more. 
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Do not use a resume template, because employers have seen many resumes using 

these-- they can spot a template in an instant. You don’t want to appear as if you 

can’t design documents well. Make your own design. 

The Cover Letter 

The purpose of a cover letter is to summarize the 

person’s relevant experience, to express interest in 

the position, and to demonstrate writing ability.” 

-- Lisa Whittington, HR Director, Marriott Corp1
 

Format 

Follow standard business letter format. The only exception to this is the heading 

section with your address, which can be a bit more stylized and feature your name 

if you would like. Don’t forget your email and phone, the date, the addressee’s 

name, and the addressee’s address. Use 11 or 12-pt, professional font and block 

formatting, and stay to one page. Write “Enclosure” at the bottom to signify that 

your resume is included. 

The Greeting 

It’s important to research who will be reading your letter and address your letter 

to that person specifically. Here’s how: 

http://www.pongoresume.com/blogPosts/659/how-to-find-a-name-for-your-

coverletter-greeting.cfm Also, remember to use Ms. instead of Miss. or Mrs., and if 

you are unsure of the person’s gender, just list the first and last name (e.g. “Dear 

Taylor Benson:”). Include a colon in your greeting instead of a comma for this 

formal occasion. 

The Body 

Your first paragraph should clearly state the job title you are applying for. 

Traditional cover letters explain why you are writing and how you found out about 

the job (e.g. a job ad, a job fair meeting, or the suggestion of someone you both 

know). The new generation of cover letters often begin by stating a need of the 

employer’s (following up with how you will meet it), promising a benefit to the 

reader, or referring to a recent piece of relevant news for the field/company. 

Regardless if you are taking a conservative or trendy approach, if someone at the 

company recommended that you send your resume, or if you have recently 

spoken with someone there, highlight that in this paragraph! 

                                    
1 As cited in Greene’s Get the Interview Every Time (2004) 
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The following paragraph(s) should illustrate what you can bring to the company, 

and why you want to work at this particular company. You don’t need to cover 

everything in your resume, just summarize the highlights. Feel free to use bullet 

points to make your letter easy to read, and keep your paragraphs short! Also, 

demonstrate that you have researched the company by weaving details about 

them into your cover letter. 

 

The final paragraph should invite them to interview/contact you and offer a 

method of reaching you (phone, email…), or tell them you will be calling them by a 

certain time (usually a week). This is also place to give them any important details 

about next steps (if you will be in town and available to meet at a certain time, if 

they should use your home phone instead of work, etc). Remember to thank them 

for considering your application or find another way to end on a note of goodwill. 

The Closing 

Include a valediction, and this should probably be formal (e.g. “Sincerely” or 

“Cordially” rather than “Thanks”). 

Annotations 

Using the “track changes” or “review” feature in Word, you will insert comments on your 

resume and cover letter that illustrate the thought process you went through in writing 

these materials. Don’t let me miss how brilliant you are: Show me! 

 

You should have at least 5 comments on your cover letter, and at least 5 on your 

resume, but you should feel free to include many more. Your annotations might 

consider: 

 How you are answering to particular qualifications and responsibilities described in 

the job ad (feel free to quote from the ad in your comment!) 

 How you are using your company research 

 How you are framing a past job to feature transferrable skills that this company 

wants 

 How and why you chose to highlight certain responsibilities by listing them first 

under a certain job heading, giving them more space, or featuring them in your 

profile statement 

 Why you chose to omit certain information (unrelated jobs or responsibilities, 

affiliations that reveal your political persuasion, etc). 

 How and why you included accomplishments 
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 Why you chose certain formatting (e.g. bullet points or bolding in a cover letter, 

white space or different font sizes in a resume) 

 How you are using industry jargon or buzzwords (and how you know these are 

buzzwords—from an information session, classes you’ve taken, previous work, etc) 

 Where you’ve highlighted progressive responsibility (promotions)  

 Why you chose a more conservative or more trendy approach, based on 

the “vibe” of your target company 

 Why you chose to include extra sections on your resume (Technical Skills, 

Language Skills, etc), given your particular job ad. 

 

I hope you find this assignment helpful in your future career! 

 


